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Introduction 
This collection grew slightly organically.  I wrote new tunes to Burn’s “Whistle and I’ll 
Come To Ye My Lad”, “Jon Anderson”, and “Rantin’ Dog” a couple of years earlier 
for Glynis (my wife) and singing pals Alison Cole and Ros Hay, respectively, to sing.  
Ros asked for “another song to sing, please” in 2009.  I’d just been on holiday in Clun, 
near Ludlow and was deeply taken by an illustrated book of “The Shropshire Lad” that 
I’d bought there.  So “Lands in their Hundreds” happened along.  Then, of course, I had 
to set a couple Housman poems for my Glynis and Alison to avoid banishment to the 
spare bedroom and being ostracised respectively.  “Is My Team Ploughing” and “Land of 
Lost Content” were the result.  Then I wanted one (“Here the Hangman …”) and the rest 
simply poured in of their own volition.  Some more Burns songs (to cheer things up!) 
seemed like a good wheeze and then I remembered that Thomas Hardy was my all-time 
favourite gloomy so-and-so.  Finally (for now – no promises that I won’t start setting P.G. 
Wodehouse next) I remembered that the first song I ever wrote (c1978) and held on to 
was Tolkien’s “I Sit beside the Fire and Think”, from my touchstone book - Lord of the 
Rings. Coincidentally, I was also busy enjoying the Tolkien Ensemble’s splendid take on 
all of JRRT’s Lord of the Rings poems, so I was spurred on to compete (again) with a 
few more settings of my own. 
I am conscious that I have now taken on some of my favourite classical composers in their 
specialist subjects, but as these are avowedly “folk” style, I reckoned I’d get away with it.  I 
hope you enjoy them – please sing them … anywhere, at any time – and pass them on if you 
like them.  These were written for my own enjoyment and that of a few close pals whose 
voices were in my head when I was writing – so every time someone sings one of them, I get 
rewarded! 
 
Notes on all - I play all of this with a guitar tuned to DADGAD (except where 
unaccompanied or where noted).  DADGAD tends to encourage the accompanist to 
play bits of melody with occasional modal plinks, plonks and arpeggios in support, so full 
chords are slightly unusual. The chords here are kinda approximate.  If in doubt, minimise 
the accompaniment. 
 
Alan Murray, 2012
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THE SHROPSHIRE LAD  (A.E. Housman) 

Notes on the Housman Songs 
Be Still, My Soul: Selfish decision here – giving the tune to the baritone (ie me!).  Why, 
oh why do we always get the grisly bits in hymns about “slaying the little childer” etc?  This 
should be gently, unaccompanied, hymn-like – not one for a full-blooded folkie bellow. 
Bredon Hill: I’ve suggested divisions of singing labour here, but make your own mind up.  
Look at the story though.  It all starts out sounding very jolly, but then gloomy Alfred 
asserts himself and we find out that the love of the singer’s life is making her way to church 
in a box, not a wedding gown.  Not one for an “all together now” last verse then.  
Definitely unaccompanied. 
The Goldcup Flowers: I love this poem.  This is AEH in uncharacteristically playful 
mood.  It all starts like a standard “rolling in the hay” folk song – generally with a “nine 
months later … woe is me … my apron strings won’t pin …” ending. Then we find that the fair 
maiden has more gumption and control and eventually the no-doubt-handsome young 
blade is told to push off … definitely a blow for gender equality.  Please sing this one 
gently and coquettishly, with a jolly little 6:8 bounce.  If you’re ever heard Steeleye Span 
singing “The Spotted Cow” you’ll know what I’m after!  Written for my daughter 
Suzanne's June-Taboresque alto voice.   
Here the Hangman Stops His Cart: I’m embarrassed to say that it took me a couple of 
readings to realise who was narrating.  Sorry, JC.  Although I wrote this for myself, it was 
Maddy Prior’s voice that sang it in my head.  I heard her doing that wonderfully effective 
“hard-edge-to-the-voice” thing that she does on lines like “See my neck and save your 
own” - so please feel free to do a Maddy impersonation. I offer it to Maddy to sing in the 
bath with gratitude for all the pleasure and inspiration her music gives me. 
The Lads in Their Hundreds: Written initially for the voice of Ros Hay … a desperately 
sad poem but very perceptive. This is the song that launched me from 3 opportunistic 
Burns songs into a complete concept album or three!  Apologies to AEH for adding my 
own words in the refrain “Look into their eyes … never grow old”.  This is a fabulously sad 
and sobering idea – watch the young lads wander by on market day and speculate as to 
which of them will not make it into old age … Housman at his subtly miserable best.  The 
war was probably the Crimean - but substitute The Falklands, Iraq or Afghanistan and 
think of those desperately sad “homecoming” parades at Wooton Basset.  Plus ca 
change … plus le meme chose.  Young lives cut short thanks to others’ arrogance, greed 
and lack of humanity … God, how it makes me angry. 
The Land of Lost Content: One of AEH’s best-known lines in a short, not entirely 
sweet song.  I decided to stretch myself here and write in a through-composed format with 
a guitar “part” that is intrinsic to the song.  This is very un-folkie and much more typical of, 
say, Finzi and Hardy, where the piano line is almost as important as the sung line (getting a 
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bit grandiose here, Alan … careful).  I hope it works.  Gentle and reflective, please.  This is 
played with the guitar tuned to DADEAE (capo 3rd fret). 
Is My Team Ploughing?:  This is where I take on George Butterworth, Ralph Vaughan 
Williams. Ivor Gurney and several lesser-known (albeit better known than I am!) 
composers. Written for the pure, sweet voice of Glynis, my Evenstar.  
Hope this doesn't jar against the Butterworth version she loves so much. 
In typically Housman fashion, this is a conversation between a dead man and his still-living 
friend, who has taken the deceased’s still-living girlfriend as a lover.  Despite the slightly 
soap-opera feel of that story, this is an achingly sad poem about death, regret, loss and 
love.  Please sing in very free tempo as if unaccompanied (or actually unaccompanied), to 
give the words their full impact – fairly slowly and certainly gently.  The chords are slightly 
fractured and dissonant, though, and do add the feel of the song. 
Loveliest of Trees: Just when you thought it was safe – a nice wee song about cherry 
trees turns out to be about death (again) – or at least the fact that death is not as far 
away as the singer thought it was, once he/she does the arithmetic.  Once again, take 
liberties with the tempo and the slightly spooky guitar chords are essential. This one's for 
the fantastically flexible voice of Mistress Alison Cole. 
She expressed a particular love for this pome, so I hope I haven't messed it up. 
On Wenlock Edge: Here we go – an iconic place and name, tackled by a far (ie FAR) 
greater man than me (RVW).  This is a bit of a history and geography lesson, but the 
overall theme is one of Housman’s favourites – the passing of time and our impermanence 
in it.  This is another song that appeared in my head in Maddy Prior’s voice and I have 
actually played it on my electric Telecaster for Glynis to sing, with that early-Steeleye-
Span “chorus” sound.  Have a listen to their version of “Lovely on the Water” and you’ll 
get the drift.  Thanks, Maddy. 
The True Lover: Oh dear.  Sinking into despair now.  Several folk songs deal with “The 
Lover’s Ghost” but they are not usually quite so graphic.  This has to be sombre, spooky 
and, toward the end, sinister.  Sorry.  This one happened along with my hero and pal 
Martin Carthy singing in my head to this tune.  
Sent it to Martin so that he can sing it in the bath! 
When I was Young and Twenty: Housman emulating Hardy here … the fixation with time 
and its passing.  This one’s been set by both Butterworth and Vaughan Williams, so no 
pressure, then?! 
When I Last Came to Ludlow: Yes, we have settled into unremitting gloom now.  
Guaranteed depression or your money back.  Short and totally devoid of hope. 
The Day of Battle: I feel a bit of a fraud, but The Last Post fits this in every possible 
way.  Grim but very telling. With  the writing of this song, I’ve set more Housman  than  
Vaughan Williams (6) , caught up with  Butterworth (12) but have yet to catch up with 
Gurney (14!)  … but then who’s counting?  Apparently Finzi started on some, then died.  
Blast. 
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2) BredonHill  
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3) The Goldcup Flowers (Sue?) 
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4) Here the Hangman Stops His Cart 
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5) The Lads in Their Hundreds  
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6) The Land of Lost Content  
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7) Is My Team Ploughing?  
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8) Loveliest of Trees 
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9) On Wenlock Edge  
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10) The True Lover  
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11) When I was Young and Twenty (Sue?) 
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12) When I last Came to Ludlow 
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13) The Day of Battle 
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THE ALLOWAY LADDIE ( Robert Burns) 
Notes on the Burns Songs 
This Ae Night: Good old Rabbie announces his arrival in this set with a total change of 
mood and style.  This is not one of his extremely-rude Merry Muses, just a bawdy-but-
cute “bonking song” where everything is suggested rather than named.  I especially like 
“Syne into my bed you may creep, to do the thing ye ken, jo” … cute and even tender, 
despite being overtly sexual. Give this a strummy swing a la Easy Club, if you’ve ever 
heard them.  Glynis and I sing verses according to who’s talking at the time. 
John Anderson, My Jo: Two versions – one a gentle, regretful song about the dimming 
of passion as age steals up on the (unavoidably female) singer, the other a much more 
direct, but not crude, series of near-complaints about Jon Anderson’s performance 
between the sheets!  Be gentle with the song in either version. For Alison Cole – but no 
aspersions are being cast at all upon the hair colour or virility of her fine upstanding(!) 
husband, Murray. 
The Rantin’ Dog: There are several versions of this song already.  It’s an odd one – the 
“rantin’ dog” is clearly a Casanova who has left the singer (female again) with child, yet she 
still insists that he’s the only one who can mak’ her “fidgin’ fain” … a colourful phrase 
meaning “horny”!  Ros sang this slowly and almost unaccompanied on the verse, then 
jaunty with swingy guitar on the chorus, which was nice.  It’s up to you tho’.  I have no idea 
why I chose to set Ros a bonking song that tells of a poor lassie still lusting after the 
"rantin' dog" that put her in the pudding club in the first place! I just thought it was a rather 
jolly set of words - and Ros likes to sing jolly songs. 
A Rosebud by my Early Walk: This is one of the two Burns songs where I actually 
dislike the well-known tune intensely.  Perhaps I’ve just heard too many hooty sopranos 
mauling them about?  In any event – this is a simple, almost-Queen’s-English paean to 
nature, so I’ve given it a very simple and gentle, Dougie-MacLean-esque tune.  Apologies 
to anyone who likes the original … ah cannae stand it! 
The Gallant Weaver: Weavers seem to share the limelight with ploughmen (of whom, more 
anon) as symbols of virility and manhood.  This is another major-minor song … I seem to be 
establishing a style here … adding to my folkie-standard flattened seventh cliche!  Treat 
this one like its close relative above (Rantin’Dog) with a gentle verse and a bouncier 
chorus. 
Whistle and I’ll Come Tae Ye My Lad: Now – this is the one whose original tune really 
gives me the willies... too many (large) hooting sopranos committing the same crime as me, 
initially ... failing to look at the words.  I hated the song altogether until I read the words 
properly as a poem. The words are so reflective and cute that the full-blooded treatment 
given to it with the original tune, at least the way it’s normally performed, is awful.  This is a 
far more wistful tune.  Time to go all wispy and Kate-Rusby-ish, but absolutely no 
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Barnsley accent, please. Written for Glynis, on our 30th Wedding Anniversary, with all 
my love.   
The Ploughman:  As promised – now it’s a lusty ploughman who fills the coggie of the 
happy singer.  This is a bouncy wee song, gently bawdy in a way that is impossible to 
dislike. Obviously Ploughmen were big, strong virile lads and also skilled workers .. 
therefore the rock stars of their day.  The “coggie" that is rendered “fu” is either a bowl-
shaped dish, or a womb ... you choose! 
Lassie wi’ the Lint-White Locks:  This one could get me into trouble, as my lassie has 
very dark-brown locks.   Although Burns was a bit of a philanderer, he expresses real love 
beautifully.  I particularly like the lines “And when the howling wintry blast disturbs my 
lassie's midnight rest, enclasped to my faithfu' breast, I'll comfort thee, my dearie, O”.  
Another wee musical nod to one of my musical heros – thanks for the inspiration, Dougie!  
Obviously, this has to be sung tenderly and gently.   
Willie Brewed a  Peck o’ Maut:  Another jolly song – about drink this time!  I like this one, 
‘cos it’s one of the few poems that mentions me personally, even if only in passing. 
The Birks of Aberfeldy:  Lovely place, lovely words.  Not much more to say.  Both 
lyrically and melodically this is a close relative of “Lassie wi the Lint White Locks”. 
Ye Flowery Banks:  One of Burns’ best-known songs in, I think, an earlier version with an 
extra verse.  It’s also more overtly Scottish and I prefer this version of the words to the 
better-known “Ye Banks and Braes o’ Bonny Doon”.  I wonder if he tidied this up to for 
polite Edinburgh society?  I like this slightly more couthy set of words a lot. 
Mary Morison:  One of Burns’ most tender love songs – and one whose original tune is 
also lovely.  So why write another?  Why not – and I also wanted to dedicate this setting 
to she whose “smiles and glances let me see … and make the miser's treasure poor” … my 
Glynis. 
The Bonnie Lad that’s Far Awa’:  Just a nice wee “my love is’nae here” song for my 
daughter, Sooz, to sing in her surprisingly low voice (for such as bijou  person!). 
My Heart’s in the Highlands:  A well-known Burns lyric that I’ve set for twa sisters tae 
sing – now Valerie McGavin and Marion Mather.  The original tune is nice, but a little 
fussy for my taste. Marion’s an alto and I’ve given her the tune on the wee chorus, for fun.  
Apologies to Rabbie for adding a verse, but this was just too short!  This setting should 
be sung softly and tenderly.   
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14) This Ae Night 
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15) John Anderson, My Jo  
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16) John Anderson, My Jo – bowdlerised  
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17) The Rantin’ Dog (Sue?) 
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18) A Rosebud by my Early Walk  
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19) The Gallant Weaver  (Sue?) 
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20) Whistle and I’ll Come Tae Ye My Lad  
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21) The Ploughman  
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22) Lassie Wi’ the Lint-White Locks  
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23) Willie Brewed a  Peck o’ Maut  
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24) Ye Flowery Banks 
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25) The Birks of Aberfeldy  
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26) Mary Morison 
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27) The Bonny Lad That’s Far Awa’ 
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28) My Heart’s in the Highlands 
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THE DORSET BOY (Thomas Hardy) 
Notes on the Hardy Songs  
Proud Songsters:  Now we catch up with my all-time favourite English poet. This was 
spotted by Alison Cole on a tube station wall in summer 2010!  Glynis is especially fond 
of this poem/song, as it contains the phrase "(and) Earth and Air and Rain", the title of 
her all-time favourite song cycle (Gerald Finzi … we are not worthy!). 
The Darkling Thrush: This was one of the nation’s favourite poems in a 1996 BBC 
poll. It sounds typically gloomy Hardy, with all that stuff about an ancient thrush and the 
century’s corpse – Hardy had a fixation with time wearing away.  However, it perks up 
distinctly at the end as the singer expresses surprise that the geriatric thrush has found 
something happy to sing about.  Please take liberties with the timing here to give Hardy’s 
masterful words their full force. 
The Dark-Eyed Gentleman:  Very un-Hardy, this is a gently regretful bonking song, 
where the singer is left with a “fine lissom lad”.  However, the regret at having allowed the 
gentleman to mess about with her garter is relieved by the pleasure at the “comrade, and 
friend” that her son has become.  This is a jolly 6:8 song that came into my head in the 
inimitable voice of the wonderful Norma Waterson.  If she can find it in herself to sing it, 
my joy will be complete!  I hope it'll make her smile when she recovers fully from her little 
medical "adventure" in November 2010. 
To Lizbie Brown:  I'm living dangerously here, though - going head-to-head with my 
favourite classical composer on my favourite poem.  Erk alors! This is, in Gerard Finzi’s 
setting, one of my all-time favourite songs.  The theme is not unusual – love lost through 
reticence (folkies - think “Sally Wheatley”).However, it has never been expressed more 
achingly sadly, in my humble opinion.  Just think your way through When on a day, men 
speak of me. As not, you'll say, "And who was he?" - Yes, Lizbie Browne, and try not to 
sob.  I’m a soppy old fool and I find it hard to sing this without my voice catching.  My vocal 
technique isn’t up to the Finzi setting, but even my own simpler folkie setting maks me 
greet. This is definitely for me to sing, but dedicated to Glynis, my Evenstar and my 
inspiration.  Thank Goodness I wasn't as reticent as Mr Hardy was with his Lizbie ... I got 
the girl!  
Things Growing in a Churchyard: This is fun.  Although it’s a bunch of dead people 
talking, it’s actually a lovely idea – that they are all revelling in the trees and plants that 
they are now sustaining in the churchyard.  I wrote this for a bunch of lassies who call 
themselves the “Penicuik Warblers” – Glynis Murray, Alison Cole, Ros Hay, Suse 
Owen and Erica Schwartz.  Unaccompanied. 
 

29) Proud Songsters   
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30) The Darkling Thrush  
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31) The Dark-Eyed Gentleman  (Sue?) 
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32) To Lizbie Brown  
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33) Things Growing in a Churchyard 
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34) The Ruined Maid 
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THE OXFORD DON (John Ronald Reuel Tolkien) 
Notes on the Tolkien Songs 
OK – now I’m setting words by the author whose writings changed my life and defined the 
way in which my imagination works … I exaggerate not. I’m setting up in competition with the 
inimitable Donald Swann of Flanders and Swann fame, who set some of JRRT’s poems, 
albeit in a  rather more “art-song” form.  I’m also going head-to-head with “The Tolkien 
Ensemble”, whose settings of all of JRRT’s Lord of the Rings poems,  written by 
Caspar Reiff and Peter Hall, are delightful.  However, one of this lot (“I Sit Beside the 
Fire and Think”) is the first song that I ever wrote and held on to – several decades ago … 
so that’s my excuse. The others happened along later. 
The Road Goes Ever On and On:  This appears in both “The Fellowship of the Ring” 
and “The Return of the King”, and I have included both verses.  There’s also a version in 
“The Hobbit”, but it’s really a different song, so I have not made it into a four-verser.  
This one came to me in Glynis’s voice … odd, as she’s clearly an Elf, not a Hobbit.  Hope 
JRRT will forgive me, posthumously. 
Nimrodel: Sung by Legolas in Lothlorien after the death of Gandalf in Moria – so a 
pretty sad song overall.  Nice, tho’.  The off-balance tune was written with Alison Cole’s 
spring-heeled vocal chords in mind.  
Upon the Hearth: Jolly this time.  Bilbo wrote the words and taught it to Frodo. It was 
sung by the four Hobbits starting out with Frodo and I have tried to give it a suitable brisk 
6:8 march tune – for me to sing this time.  I am a closet Hobbit, you see.  I can’t get the hair 
on my feet to grow long and curly (nor that on my head, truth to tell!) but I am definitely 
becoming more Hobbit-like as I grow older.  Let’s hope I don’t morph into Gollum in my 
dotage.  Oh no, my precioussss … 
I Sit Beside the Fire and Think:  This is, as mentioned above, the first song that I ever 
wrote and didn’t throw away!  I have not altered the tune at all since then, but I’ve slowed it 
up and I give it a sparser guitar accompaniment.  This is sung by a reflective Bilbo in 
Rivendell as he ages quite rapidly (now no longer under the direct influence of the Ring).  
Oddly enough, for the guitar geeks – this sounds like it was written by (and for) someone 
playing guitar in DADGAD – but I didn’t learn DADGAD ‘til 10 years after this was 
written.  Spooky. 
The Bath Song: Just silly … I thought of my pal David Owen when writing it, as he likes 
jolly, silly songs.  I’m sure he enjoys splashing about in a hot bath as well … he’s also fairly 
Hobbit-like.  This song turns out to be a bit of a tongue-twister and starting it too fast is 
a big mistake. 
Bilbo’s Last Song:  Companion piece to “The Road Goes Ever …”.  Written this time 
for the low and delicate voice of Sue Owen (wife of Hobbity Dave of bath fame above).  
This song has been illustrated beautifully by the late, great Pauline Baynes (illustrator).  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Caspar_Reiff
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Peter_Hall_%28Musician%29&action=edit&redlink=1
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If you haven’t seen the book – do seek it out.  I’ve included two versions of this – the Amin 
version is for Sue’s lower voice and the Dmin for most of the rest of us! 
The Ent and the Ent-Wife: What a sad idea.  The tree-like Ents lost their Entwives by 
developing too much of a manly wanderlust.  The Ent-Wives stayed behind to tend their 
gardens and were forever lost to the (arguably silly at this point) Ents. As a result, there 
no Ent-children and the gloomy Ents are doomed to roam Middle-Earth forever, lonely 
and love-lorn.  No wonder they came over all grumpy at Saruman in Isengard – they were 
both angry at the destruction of their comrades in Saruman’s dark satanic mills, and 
incurably love-sick.  Sob. 
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35) The Road Goes Ever On and On 
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36) Nimrodel 
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37) Upon the Hearth 
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38) I Sit Beside the Fire and Think 
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39) The Bath Song(!) 
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40) Bilbo’s Last Song 
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41) Bilbo’s Last Somg (Dminor) 
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42) The Ent and the Ent-Wife 
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